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ill the crumpled terrain ofNorthern California, each valley has a different microclimate, suited for

a different crop. Thus Napa is renowned for its wine, Castroville for its artichokes, Gilroy for its

garlic. Santa Clara County happens to be ideal for apricot trees, and its produce was once famous

across the United States.

But no more. The orchards have been crowded out by office parks, shopping malls, and

subdivisions, and the area once known as Paradise Valley is now known as Silicon Valley.

It is hard to argue that there is anything about the climate and soil of Santa Clara County that

makes it a uniquely favorable location for the microelectronics and software industries. Rather,

Silicon Valley is there because it is there: that is, the local concentration ofhigh technology firms

provides markets, suppli~rs, a pool of specialized skills, and technological spillovers that in turn

sustain that concentration. And like most such agglomerations, Silicon Valley owes its existence to

small historical accidents that, occurring at the right time, set in motion a cumulative process of self

reinforcing growth.

As the example ofSilicon Valley makes clear, the economic analysis oflocation -- the geography

ofthe economy -- is the subfield of economics to which the typical buzzwords of complexity apply

most obviously and dramatically. The spatial economy is, self-evidently, a self-organizing system

characterized by path dependence; it is a domain in which the interaction of individual decisions

produces unexpected emergent behavior at the aggregate level; its dynamic landscapes are typically

rugged, and the evolution ofthe spatial economy typically involves "punctuated equilibria", in which

gradual change in the driving variables leads to occasional discontinuous change in the resulting

behavior. And in economic geography, as in many physical sciences, there are puzzling empirical

regularities -- like the startlingly simple law that describes city sizes -- which seem to imply higher-
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level principles at work.

There is a long intellectual tradition in economic geography (or rather several separate but

convergent traditions). The last few years have, however, seen a considerable acceleration ofwork,

especially in the development oftheoretical models ofthe emergence of spatial structure. This paper

is a briefbut I hope suggestive survey ofthis work, intended to convey a flavor ofthe exciting ideas

being developed without going into technical detail

The paper is in five parts. I begin with two very simple motivating models that illustrate why

economic geography so naturally leads to the typical "complexity" themes. Each of the next three

parts then describes a particular major line of research. A final part discusses implications and

directions for future work.

1. TWO ILLUSTRATIVE MODELS

Probably the best way to get a sense ofthe style and implications of the new economic geography

is to begin by looking at a couple of illustrative models. For reasons that will be discussed later,

research in the field has moved on from these very simple models to more elaborate stories that dot

more of the "i"s and cross more ofthe "t"s. But the simplest models already convey much of the

field's essential flavor.

The emergence of§Patial structure: Schelling's segregation model

Many ofthe themes that are now associated with complexity theory -- self-organization, multiple
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equilibria, path dependence, and so on -- can be found, very clearly expressed, in work done a

generation ago by Harvard's Thomas Schelling. His ideas on these subjects were summed up in his

1978 book Micromotives and Macrobehavior. Among the models he described there was a

deceptively simple account (originally published in Schelling (1971» of how a city might become

segregated.

In Schelling's segregation modeL we imagine that there are two types ofindividuals; one may think

ofthem as black and white, but they can be any two types ofagents that have some potential trouble

getting along -- butcher shops and vegetarian restaurants, auto parts stores and boutiques. These

agents occupy some though not all ofthe points on a grid; Schelling did "simulations" by hand using

a chessboard.

Each individual cares about the types of his neighbors, defined as the occupants of the eight

abutting squares of the chessboard. Specifically, he requires that some minimum fraction of these

neighbors be the same type as himself Ifthey are not, he moves to an unoccupied square (ifthere is

one>. that does satisfY this requirement.

It is obvious that such a rule will lead to segregation ifeach agent demands that a majority of its

neighbors be the same type as itself What Schelling showed, however, was that substantially milder

preferences, preferences that on their face are compatible with an integrated structure, typically lead

to a cumulative process of segregation.

Suppose, for example, that the "city" is a torus (so that there are no edge effects) and that people

are satisfied as long as at least 34 percent oftheir neighbors are the same type as themselves. l Then

'This means that if they have 1 or 2 neighbors, 1 must be
the same type; if they have 3-5 neighbors, 2 must be the same;
and if they have 6-8, 3 must be the same.
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a checkerboard layout, in which each individual has 4 neighbors ofeach type, is clearly an equilibrium

But such a structure tends to be unstable. In Figure 1, a 24x24 checkerboard equilibrium is shaken

up: 35 percent of the individuals are removed (among other things to open up some space for

movement), and 10 percent ofthe empty squares are then filled by agents ofrandom type. The initial

structure still looks quite integrated, and most people find their neighborhoods acceptable.

But now let the city evolve, with dissatisfied individuals moving in random order to random

acceptable empty locations. It turns out that when one person moves, this move often makes some

other agent unhappy, either because his departure tips the balance in his old neighborhood too far

against his own type, or because his arrival in a new location tips the balance there too far against

agents of the other type. Thus there is a sort of chain reaction in which each move provokes other

moves. The result ends up looking like Figure 2. Even though agents have only mild preferences

against being too much in the minority, the city ends up highly segregated.

It is worth noting two additional aspects of this model First is the way that short-range

interactions produce large-scale structure. Individuals care only about the type of their innnediate

neighbors, yet the end result is a city divided into large segregated neighborhoods. The reason, of

course, is those chain reactions: my move may only directly affect my immediate neighbors, but it may

induce them to move, which then affects their other neighbors, and so on. The idea that local

interactions produce global structure has been regarded as a startling insight when applied to physical

systems (Prigogine and Stengers 1984); here we see it derived, in a simple and unpretentious way,

in a social context.

Also note that while large-scale structure always emerges in this model, the details of that

structure are very dependent on the initial conditions. The particular "geography" ofthe equilibrium
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in Figure 2 is completely dependent on subtle details both ofthe initial conditions shown in Figure

1 and on the sequence ofmoves that followed.

Critical mass and discontinuous change: a base multiplier model

Regional economists frequently make use ofwhat is known as the "base multiplier" model. One

. thinks of a region as having two kinds of economic activities. First are the activities that constitute

its "export base" -- that produce goods and services that are sold to customers elsewhere in the world

(including other regions in the same country). Second are the "non-base" activities that provide goods

and services to local residents and businesses. The size ofthe export base is assumed to depend either

on outside factors, like world demand, or on slowly changing regional advantages. The size of the

non-base activities, by contrast, depends on the size of the local economy. Thus the Los Angeles

area's base income derives from such products as sitcoms and military hardware; its nonbase activities

include personal trainers, chiropractors, auto repair shops. Typically, regional scientists assume that

some fixed fraction ofthe income generated in the region is spent on locally produced goods and

services.

The base multiplier approach in its simplest version leads to a proportional relationship between

the export income ofa region and its total income. Let a be the fraction ofincome spent locally, X

the income earned in the export sector, and y the region's total income. Then the income earned in

the export sector generates local spending ofaX; a fraction a ofthis derived income is in tum spent

locally, giving rise to a second round oflocal spending dX; this gives rise to a third round, and so

on. So we have
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x
y = x + aX + a 2 X + ••• =

l-a
(1)

But now introduce economies ofscale into the story. Suppose that the range ofgoods and services

produced locally depends on the size of the local market, because it is not worth producing some

things locally unless the market is large enough. Then a will be an increasing function ofY -- and that,

as regional scientists such as !':red (1966) have pointed out, makes the story much more interesting.

Consider the following specific example: ify is less than $1 billion, none ofthe region's income

is spent locally. Ifit is at least $1 billion but less than $2 billion, 10 percent is spent locally. Ifit is at

least $2 billion but less than $3 billion, 20 percent is spent locally; and so on up to 80 percent, which

we assume is the maximum. What is the relationship between export and total income?

Well, suppose that export income is $1 billion. Then we might well guess that 10 percent of

income will end up being spent locally, implying a total income ofl/(l - 0.1) = $1. 11 billion. If export

income is $2 billion, we might guess at an a of0.2, implying total income of2/(1 - 0.2) = $2.5 billion.

In each case our guess seems to be confirmed.

But suppose that export income is $3 billion. We might guess at a = 0.3; but this would imply total

income of3/(1- 0.3) = $4.28 billion, which means that our guess was too low. So we try a = 0.4, but

this implies total income of$5 billion -- our guess is still too low. And so on up the line. It turns out

that when export income rises from $2 billion to $3 billion, total income rises from $2:5 to $15

billion! In other words, wh~ the export base reaches a certain critical mass, it sets in motion a

cumn1ative process ofgrowth, in which an expanding local economy attracts a wider range ofimport-
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substituting activities, which causes the local economy to expand still further, and so on.2

We can sharpen our understanding ofthis example by making a a continuous function ofY, and

by fonnalizing the dynamics. Let the share of income spent locally in period t be proportional to the

size ofthe regional economy in the previous period, up to 80 percent:

(2)

We can then define an equilibrium level ofY given X as a level ofY such that YI+1 = YI • The

relationship between the export base and equilibrium income is shown in Figure 3, with solid lines

representing stable and broken lines unstable equilibria. There are three branches to this relationship.

As long as X < 2.5, there is a stable equilibrium with

1 - 'I .4Xy = v
0.2

As long as X > 1.6, there is another stable equilibrium with

Y = 5X

And for 1.6 < X < 2.5, there is an unstable equilibrium with

(3)

(4)

(5)

The critical mass aspect of the model is immediately apparent. In fact, there are two critical

2Joel Garreau, whose book Edge City (1992) is an entertaining account ofthe growth of

new urban subcenters, tells us that "Five million square feet is a point of spontaneous combustion.
It turns out to be exactly enough to support the building of a luxury hotel It causes secondary
explosions; businesses begin to flock to the location to serve the businesses already there."
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masses, depending on whether the regional economy is growing or shrinking. Suppose that we

imagine a gradual increase in the size of the export base, starting at a low level. Then the local

economy will expand gradually along the lower branch in Figure 3; but when X reaches $2.5 billion,

there will be an explosion of growth as the economy moves up to the upper branch. On the other

hand, suppose that we imagine a declining economy which starts very large; then local income will

decline slowly until X falls below 1.6, at which point there will be an implosion as falling income leads

to a self-reinforcing contraction.

Lessons from simple models

Even these simple models suggest many ofthe typical features of economic geography. A far from

exclusive list would surely include the following three points:

Self-organization: Atomistic interactions among individual agents can spontaneously generate large

scale order;

Path dependence: Small differences in initial conditions can have large effects on long-run outcomes;

Discontinuous change: Small quantitative changes in the underlying factors that drive location will

sometimes produce large, qualitative changes in behavior.
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II. LINKAGES, COMPLEX DYNAMICS, AND BIFURCATIONS

In some ways the models described in part I tell you much of what you need to know about

economic geography. Nonetheless, in important respects they remain unsatisfactory. Recent work in

the field may be descnbed as driven by the desire to adhere to two principles, neither ofwhich is fully

satisfied in these illustrative models: no dormitive properties, and things add up.

The first phrase comes, ofcourse, from Moliere's physician, who triumphantly explains that the

reason opium puts you to sleep is that it has dorrnitive properties. The equivalent in economic

geography is the theorist who tells you that cities grow because of agglomeration economies. The

point is that a truly satisfYing model should put more distance between assumptions and conclusions,

by showing how agglomeration economies emerge from the behavior ofindividual agents -- to expand

on Schelling's title, it should show how complex macrobehavior emerges from simple micromotives.

The phrase about things adding up is more often expressed by economists as a concern for

"general equilibrium": an economic model should be a consistent account ofhow all the pieces fit

together. The base-multiplier model does not quite meet this criterion. How would it work if it was

meant to mode~ not an individual region, but the whole world? Then X would clearly be zero -- all

ofthe world's sales are to itself- and a would be 1. So world income would be 0/0. Clearly, we have

a problem

This part ofthe paper describes a newer type ofmodel that satisfies these two rules, and that also

gives rise to some deeper insights.
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Linkages and agglomeration

In a 1991 paper (Krugman 1991a) I offered a general equilibrium model of economic geography,

i. e., one in which things added up, designed to produce emergent spatial structure without any

assumed agglomeration economies. In this model, there are two inputs into production: "farmers",

assumed to be fixed in place in two or more locations, and "workers", who move over time to

locations that offer them higher real wages. Farmers produce a homogeneous agricultural good with

constant returns to scale. Workers produce many differentiated manufactured goods, with increasing

returns in the production of each good. These manufactured goods are costly to transport. Special

assumptions about technology and the structure of demand ensure, however, that despite these

transport costs each manufactured good will be produced in only one location by a single,

monopolistically competitive finn.

Even though no agglomeration economies are assumed, they nonetheless emerge from the logic

of the model, in the form of "linkages". Because oftransport costs, frrms are willing to pay higher

wages in locations that have good access to large markets -- but markets will be large precisely where

many firms chose to locate. And workers tend to prefer (and to be willing to move to) locations that

offer good access to a wide range ofmanufactured goods -- but the snpply ofmanufactures will be

large precisely where many frrms and hence workers are located. These two forces, corresponding

to the backward and forward linkages of development economics (see Hirschman 1958) create a

circular logic that could lead an economy with no intrinsic differences among locations nonetheless

to evolve a spatial structure in which manufacturing is concentrated in only a few ofthese locations.

While the model thus implies the emergence of agglomeration economies, however, it also --
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deliberately -- implies an offsetting force, a "centrifugal force" opposing the "centripetal" force of

linkages. The immobility ofthe fanners means that ifmanufacturing becomes too concentrated, it may

become profitable for an individual finn to move away from the others so as to claim a chunk of the

rural market all for itsel£ This tension between centripetal and centrifugal forces makes the model

nonlinear in interesting ways, producing some striking dynamic stories.

Complex dynamics

The implications ofthe model appear most clearly iffarmers are assumed equally divided among

two or more equidistant locations -- that is, if there are no inherent differences among locations. In

that case the dynamics are determined by the number oflocations and by three parameters: transport

costs, the share ofmanufactures in spending, and a parameter that measures the substitutability of

different manufactured goods for one another (and which turns out to determine both the degree of

monopoly power and the importance of economies of scale).

For some values ofthese parameters, manufacturing always concentrates in a single location; for

others, no concentrations form at all. When the parameters are in an intermediate range, however,

the model implies the existence ofwhat Klmffinan (1993) has called a "rugged landscape": a dynamic

system in which there are many basins ofattraction, so that different initial conditions lead to different

outcomes.

Figure 4 illustrates this proposition for the case of a three-location model The distribution of

manufacturing among the three locations at any point in time can be represented by a point on the unit

simplex, with each comer representing concentration in one ofthe locations. The arrows indicate the
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direction and speed of "flow" on that abstract "landscape" for a particular set of parameters (as

discussed below, the qualitative as well as quantitative nature of the dynamic landscape depend on

the parameters). Clearly, in this case the economy has four basins of attraction: a central basin that

"drains" to a point of equal division of manufacturing among regions, and three basins leading to

concentration in each ofthe regions.

The ruggedness of the dynamic landscape increases with the number oflocations. Experiments

with an example in which there are 12 locations in a circle, described in Krugman (1993), indicate the

existence of22 basins of attraction: 6 with two concentrations exactly opposite each other, 12 with

two concentrations 5 apart, and 4 with three equidistant concentrations. The interesting properties

of this "racetrack" model are described in part III, below.

Bifurcations

Quantitative changes in the parameters of the model can produce qualitative changes in the

dynamic landscape, as basins of attraction appear or disappear.

A case in point is what happens as we vary transport costs. In this model low (though nonzero)

transport costs are favorable to agglomeration. (lbis is somewhat sensitive to the specifics; in other,

related models this can go the other way). At high levels of transport costs, there is a unique

equilibrium in which manufacturing is equally divided between the two regions. At low levels of

transport costs, there are two stable equihoria: manufacturing must be concentrated in only one

region, but it can be either one. And there is an intermediate range in which the possibilities of

concentrated and unconcentrated equilibria coexist.
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This story, incidentally, is strongly suggestive of historical episodes in which improvements in

transportation technology seem to have led to the differentiation of economies into more and less

industrialized regions, such as the locking in ofthe US manufilcturing belt around the time of the Civil

War or the separation ofItaly into industrial north and Mezzogiorno later in the 19th century.

It is typical ofthe new models ofeconomic geography that they exhibit abrupt, qualitative changes

in outcomes when forcing variables rise above or below some critical leveL For example, Venables

(forthcoming) and Krugman and Venables (1995) develop a model of international trade in which

fulling transport costs lead to a spontaneous division ofthe world into a high-wage "core" and a low

wage "periphery" -- and then, as transport costs continue to fall, to a subsequent phase in which

wages converge again. Krugman and Livas (forthcoming) develop a model inspired by the case of

Mexico City, in which the tendency of a country to develop an internal core-periphery pattern

depends on its trade policy: if it lowers its tariff rate, access to domestic markets and suppliers

becomes less important, and when the tariff falls below a critical level the core-periphery pattern

collapses.

III. THE RACETRACK MODEL

One can learn a lot by studying models ofeconomic geography in which there are only two or three

locations. Nonetheless, we would also like to know how much of the intuition from such small-scale

models remains when there are many regions. But descnlJing the dynamic behavior of arbitrary many

region models quickly becomes an uninteresting exercise in taxonomy. In order to get some insights

from multiple-region models, it is necessary to impose some kind of regularity on the economy's
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"geometry".

One particular geometry that is useful in spite of its artificiality is what we might call the

"racetrack economy": a large number of regions located symmetrically around a circle, with

transp ortation possible only around the circumference of that circle. 1bis setup has two useful

properties. First, the economy is one-dimensional, which greatly simplifies both algebra and

computations. Second, since there are no edges and hence no center, it is a convenient way to retain

the feature that all sites are identical-- which means that any spatial structure that emerges represents

pure self-organization.

The puzzle: une1qlected regularity

It is straightforward to simulate the evolution ofan economy with the same economic structure

as that descnlJed in part IT, but with many regions located around a circle. In Krugman (1993) I used

simulation analysis to explore a racetrack economy with 12 locations. (I chose 12 because it is a fairly

small number with a large number ofdivisors). The basic strategy was simple: for any given set of

parameters, repeatedly choose a random initial point on the II-dimensional simplex that describes the

allocation ofmanufacturing, and let the economy evolve to a steady state.

My original expectation was that the model would exlulJit a wide range ofbehavior for any given

parameters, and that it would be necessary to do a statistical analysis of the average relationship

between the parameters and the resulting structure. And it was indeed true that for some parameter

ranges there were multiple possible outcomes. For one set ofparameters, for example, the model

sometimes led to a steady state with two concentrations 6 apart; sometimes to a steady state with two
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concentrations 5 apart; and on rare occasions to three concentrations, equally spaced around the

circle. As pointed out in part II, this meant that the relevant dynamic landscape contained 22 basins

of attraction.

And yeUookedat another-way, the results were surprisingly regular. For those parameters, the

model seemed consistently to produce two or rarely three agglomerations, almost if not exactly

evenly spaced around the circle. What was the source ofthis surprising regularity?

A useful clue was the fact that ifone started, not from a random point on the simplex, but from

a nearly uniform spatial distribution ofmanufacturing (i.e., a point near the center ofthat simplex),

the results were even more regular. Indeed, when the initial conditions were sufficiently smooth, those

same parameter values consistently produced the same result, time after time: two agglomerations,

exactly opposite one another. The "'59 Cadillac" diagram in Figure 5 shows a frozen portrait of the

full history of a typical run. (Bear in mind, when looking at Figure 5, that location 12 is next to

location 1).

Turing analysis

Considerable insight into the reasons why simulations on the racetrack model yield such regularity,

and more generally into the nature of self-organization in spatial economies, can be gained by

applying an analytical approach originally suggested by none other than Alan Turing (1952). Turing's

concern was with morphogenesis, the process by which cells in a growing embryo become

differentiated; but once one thinks about it, the parallel between this question and the question ofhow

different locations in a city or country become differentiated is not at all an unnatural one.
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Turing analysis involves focussing on the very early stages of spatial self-organization, in which

the object being studied -- embryo or economy -- is diverging away from an almost but not quite

uniform spatial distnbution. Applied to the racetrack economy, it involves the following steps. First,

linearize the model around a uniform spatial distribution ofmanufucturing. Second, represent the

actual deviation of the distribution of manufacturing from uniformity as a Fourier series. That is,

represent it as the sum ofone sinusoidal fluctuation whose wavelength is equal to the circumference

ofthe racetrack; a second whose wavelength is half the circumference; a third whose wavelength is

a third the circumference; and so on.

. The key result, which is surprisingly independent ofthe details ofthe model, is that each ofthese

components of the Fourier series is an eigenvector of the linearized dynamic system, with an

associated eigenvalue that depends only on its wavelength. That is, the evolution of the spatial

economy near a uniform distnbution ofmanufucturing can be as it were decomposed into the parallel

evolution of a number of separate economies, in each of which the spatial distribution of

manufacturing is a perfect sine wave, which grows (or shrinks) at a constant rate.

Now suppose that we begin with an almost flat distribution ofmanufacturing. Ifall eigenvalues

are negative, this distribution will only get flatter over time: the economy will collapse toward

complete uniformity. But ifsome ofthe eigenvalues are positive, the associated components ofthe

Fourier series will grow, creating an increasingly uneven spatial distnbution -- that is, the economy

will experience self-organization.

But there is more. Ifthe distribution starts offvery flat, by the time it becomes noticeably uneven

it will be dominated by whatever component has grown most rapidly. That is, the spatial distnlJUtion

will be dominated by the fluctuation whose wavelength has the highest associated eigenvalue.
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And that explains the regularity in Figure 5: the reason why the economy consistently produces

two concentrations, exactly opposite each other, is that for the parameters used in the simulation a

fluctuation with a wavelength equal to halfthe circumference ofthe circle has the highest growth rate.

The Turing approach, then, suggests that we can gain insight into both the process of self-

organization and the unexpected regularities in that process by changing our focus: instead oflooking

at the changing fortunes of individual locations, we look at the growth rates of fluctuations at

different wavelengths.

An interesting aspect ofthe Turing approach, by the way, is its surprising "quantum" implication.

The underlying dynamic model is completely continuous, with its integer constraints hidden within

the assumption that there are many differentiated products. Nonetheless, the dominant fluctuation is

always one with a wavelength that is an integer fraction ofthe circumference of the racetrack -- and

this is why the economy tends to produce evenly spaced agglomerations.

Why, however, do fluctuations at some wavelengths grow fuster than others? It is possible to offer

a heuristic explanation, based on the tension between centripetal and centrifugal forces. The

concentration ofmanufueturing at any given location increases if it is an especially desirable location,

fulls ifit is especially undesirable. But the desirability of a location depends only on the concentration

ofmanufueturing at other locations, which has a dual role: on one side, manufueturing concentrations

elsewhere provide linkages, which are a positive spillover; on the other, they compete for markets.

The crucial point is then that the effective range oflinkages is shorter than that for the adverse,

competitive effect.' For example, suppose that goods can be shipped only a maximum of200 miles.

'Actually, in the model there are no fixed ranges; rather,
both positive and negative spillovers fade out gradually with
distance. It is however helpful for heuristic purposes to talk as
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Then you can only benefit from linkages with another manufacturer ifshe is less than 200 miles away,

but she can still compete for some ofyour customers if she is as much as 400 miles away. Thus we

can think ofa concentration ofmanufacturing as exerting positive spillovers out to some range, and

negative spillovers out to some larger range.

To see why this gives rise to a "preferred wavelength" for fluctuations, imagine an economy in

which the deviation ofmanufacturing density from complete uniformity is a perfect sine wave -- as

each of the "shadow" economies into which the racetrack can be decomposed must be -- and ask

whether a peak ofthis sine wave is an especially good place to locate.

Consider first a fluctuation with a very short wavelength. In this case, both above- and below

average concentrations of manufacturing in the vicinity of each peak will alternate rapidly through

the ranges ofboth positive and negative spillovers. The net effect 'will therefore be very small: the

peak will be neither especially desirable nor especially undesirable, and the fluctuation will have no

strong tendency to grow.

Alternatively, consider a very-long-wavelength fluctuation, which implies above-average

concentrations throughout the ranges ofboth positive and negative spillovers relevant to each peak.

lfthe positive spillovers are not too strong (a condition that has a simple algebraic representation in

the model), the net effect will be negative: sufficiently long wavelength fluctuations will tend to die

out over time.

Finally, imagine a fluctuation ofan intermediate wavelength, chosen so as to have above-average

concentrations in the range of positive spillovers, which tends to make the peaks attractive, and

below-average concentrations in the range of negative spillovers, which also makes the peaks

if goods can be shipped a certain distance but no further.
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attractive. Such a fluctuation will definitely tend to grow over time.

We therefore can expect that the relationship between wavelength and growth rate will be an

inverted U: short wavelengths will not grow, long wavelengths will actually shrink, and there will be

some intermediate "preferred" wavelength that grows most rapidly.'

Economic ''teIl!Perature'' and changes of state

An interesting extension ofthe racetrack model comes ifwe introduce some "temperature" -- that

is, some randomness in behavior. Suppose that while firms normally move toward more profitable

locations, they sometimes move in the wrong direction.

In Krugman (1995b) it is shown that there is then a critical value ofthis temperature, at which the

qualitative behavior ofthe economy changes. Noise tends to break down structures: because there

are more firms in locations with high concentrations, random movement tends on net to be out of

these locations. Indeed, in the algebra the effect ofrandom movement appears as a "diffusion" term.

Only if this randomness falls below some critical level does spatial self-organization take place.

IV. URBAN HIERARCHIES

The racetrack models just described, although they provide interesting insights into the evolution

'What about the "quantum" aspect of the model? Well, it
complicates matters. The algebra for a finite-sized circle is
actually fairly nasty. But as Turing noted, it become much nicer
if one takes the limit as the circle becomes arbitrarily large.
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of spatial structure, are in some other respects still unsatisfactory.

In the first place, the "history" that is assumed in the Turing approach, while reasonable for an

embryo, is less so for an urban system Economies do not start with an almost uniform spatial pattern,

then gradually evolve cities; they start with an existing set of cities, then add new ones as their

population grows or as new areas are opened up.

Also, the basic racetrack models produce agglomerations that are all about the same size; the

reality ofthe urban system is that there are cities ofmany sizes (indeed, there is in a very precise sense

no such thing as a typical city size, as explained below).

In recent work, Mashisa Fujita and colleagues have developed an approach that offers both a

somewhat more reasonable fictitious history and a way to model the formation of an urban hierarchy.

Population growth and city formation

In Fujita-type models, as in the racetrack models, the economy is one-dimensional; but instead

ofa closed circle, it consists of an infinitely long line. The distinction between workers and farmers,

is dropped; homogeneous labor can produce either manufactures or food. But agriculture requires

land, so the furm population must be spread along the line.

As in the models discussed before, there are many manufactured goods produced with increasing

returns to scale. In the simplest case, these goods all have the same economies of scale and transport

costs; in more complex cases there are a number ofdifferent types ofmanufactured goods.

The initial condition for the model is a locational pattern in which all manufacturing is

concentrated in a single point, with agriculture spread on either side. Provided that the population is
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sufficiently small, such an economic geography is a self-sustaining equilibrium. The linkages that

manufacturing firms provide to each other lock the city in place, and farmers group themselves

around the manufacturing center. (The equilibrium involves a land rent gradient that drops off from

the city, reaching zero at the outer limit of cultivation).

Now suppose that the population gradually increases. Initially this will simply have the effect of

pushing out the agricultural frontier. Eventually, however, the most distant farmers are so far from

the existing city that it become profitable for some manufacturing plants to move out to new locations

part ofthe way from the center to the frontier. When some firms begin to do this, they immediately

generate a cumulative process ofcity growth in the new locations; and these new urban locations are

then locked in.

As the population continues to grow, the agricultural frontier continues to move out; and

eventually the process repeats itself; with a second pair ofnew cities emerging, and so on.

While still obviously a very stylized story, this is clearly a better description of the process of city

formation than the Turing approach. Unfortunately, it turns out that the algebra of this approach is

far more complex; analytical results are very hard to derive, and even simulation analysis is fairly

diflicult. Thus the Turing and Fujita approaches are complements: one is analytically elegant and helps

us understand the nature ofseU:organization, the other offers a more satisfactory account ofthe way

self-organization happens in practice.

The real payoffto the Fujita approach comes, however, when one allows for several industries that

have different characteristics.
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T)'Pes of cities

Suppose now that there are several industries, some of which have larger scale economies or

lower transportation costs than others. Initially, as before, we suppose that all manufacturing is

concentrated in a single center. How does the economy evolve?

Since the seminal work of Christaller (1933), geographers have argued that one gets a hierarchy

ofnested central places, with small cities supplying goods with high transport costs and/or low scale

economies to local markets, and progressively higher-level cities supplying goods with low transport

costs or large scale economies to larger areas, including the smaller cities. (The higher-level cities are

bigger because they do lower-level activities too). While the idea of such a hierarchy seems

compelling, however, until recently it has never been shown how an urban hierarchy could arise from

the self-interested behavior of independent firms.

Recently, however, Fujita and colleagues (Fujita et al 1994) have managed to produce simulation

exercises in Which the growth ofpopulation leads via a process of self-organization to the emergence

of an urban hierarchy. The logic is fairly straightforward, although the algebra is quite difficult. As

in the one-industry case, as population grows the agricultural frontier shifts out, and new cities

emerge at some point between the existing cities and the frontier. But when these frontier cities

emerge, they initially contain only industries with low scale economies and/or high transportation

costs. Only when the frontier has shifted still further out, typically giving rise to several small cities

in the process, does it become profitable for industries with larger scale economies or higher transport

costs to start a new location. When they do, the logic oflinkages usually causes them to move to an

existing smaller city - not the city closest to the frontier, but a somewhat older center -- which then
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experiences a sudden jump in population and becomes a higher-level center. TIlls process may be

repeated at many levels, producing a hierarchical urban structure.

Power laws

While the Fujita approach explains the emergence ofan urban hierarchy, it does not (at least as

far as we currently know) explain the striking empirical regularity that governs city sizes in the United

States. The distribution of sizes ofmetropolitan areas' in the US is startlingly well described by the

rule

N = kS-a (6)

where N is the number ofciries with populations greater than or equal to S, and IX appears to be very

close to one.

Figure 6 plots the log ofeach metropolitan area's population against the log ofits rank (i.e., New

York is I, Los Angeles 2, and so on) for the 130 largest such areas in the United States in 1991. The

relationship is impressively linear, and very close to a 45-degree line -- the regression coefficient is

-1.004. Or to put it another way, ifyou multiply the rank ofeach city by its population, you get a very

nearly constant number.6 Moreover, this relationship appears to have held, at least fairly well, for the

SIt is important to look at data for metropolitan areas,
rather than cities as political units. San Francisco proper has
fewer people than Houston

"This rule may not be that obvious when one looks only at
the very biggest cities. When you get a bit down the ranking,
however, the exactness of the relationship is startling. The lOth
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past century. International comparisons are made difficult by data problems, but seem to suggest that

the relationship (6) is a good description ofthe size distribution of cities in many countries.

Why might such a strikingly simple law descnoe the sizes of cities, which surely arise from a highly

complex process? Herbert Simon proposed one answer 40 years ago (Simon 1955). He suggested

that the regularity is the result ofrandom city growth. Simon postulated a process in which a growing

population arrives in discrete "lumps", which might correspond to new industrial agglomerations.

With some probabilityp these hunps form the nuclei ofnew cities. Otherwise they attach themselves

to existing cities, with the probability that each lump attaches itself to any given city being

proportional to that city's population. It is then possible to show that if this process goes on long

enough, the upper tail of the city size distribution will indeed obey the power law (6), with

a = 1/ (l-p). 7 Ifwe regard the Simon process as a reasonable description ofurban growth, then, the

fact that a is close to one simply tells us that new city formation is a rare event.

While Simon's analysis is appealing, however -- and the rank-size rule for cities demands an

explanation -- this stochastic growth story raises serious questions. In essence, Simon's model asserts

that city size is irrelevant: the expected growth rate ofa city is the same, no matter how large or small

it is. Or to put it differently, a city is a collection of"lumps" that just happen to be in the same place.

This is a nihilistic story, which seems to be inconsistent both with other models in economic

largest metropolitan area in the United States is Houston,
population 3.85 million; the 100th is Spokane, population
370,000.

7Simon's derivation of this result was quite difficult,
which may have contributed to its failure to attract much
attention. It turns out, however, that the result can be derived
much more simply (Krugman 1996) .
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geography and with observations, both casnal and statistical, that cities of different sizes have very

different economic bases. At the moment the conflict between stochastic explanations of the rank-size

rule, which seem to require constant returns to city size, and the otherwise compelling idea that cities

are all about Increasing returns, is unresolved.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH

The models descnoed in this snrvey are obviously extremely stylized; they make snggestive points

rather than providing a realistic picture of the actual evolution of the economy's spatial structure.

Thus there is a virtua11y unlimited agenda for further work. At the moment, however, three directions

seem particularly compelling.

One is a seemingly trival extension that turns out to be remarkably hard as an analytical issne: to

go from the one-dimensional geometry ofthe "racetrack" world to two dimensions. One might think

that this would be easily done with simulations, but the computational complexity of snch simulations

rises with astonishing speed in the two dimensional case. (To have any reasonable chance of seeing

interesting patterns on a two-dimensional surface, one needs several hundred locations, instead ofthe

12 locations that worked well enough in the racetrack model At the same time, computational time

for a simulation tends to rise as roughly the square ofthe number oflocations). Traditional location

theory (Losch 1940) holds that central places should form a hexagonal lattice, but so far this result

has not been demonstrated either analytically or in simulations. Gaspar (1995) has achieved some

preliminary resuhs using a "city block" geometry, in which movement can take place only north-south

or east-west; this yields a diamond-shaped rather than hexagonal lattice ofcentral places.
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A second issue concerns the role oftransportation routes in influencing urban location. Obviously

in reality cities are often ports, or located at the intersections ofrivers; also, it is clear that man-made

transportation networks are a powerful component of the self-organization of economic space. But

how should this be modeled? An initial crude attempt by Krugman (1994b) has been followed by

important new work by Fujita and Mori (1995),

Finally, although there has been substantial empirical work on metropolitan areas in recent years

(e.g. Ades and Glaeser 1994), it has been at best loosely tied to the new theoretical frameworks. A

closer link between theory and testing is therefore an important priority.

I hope that this survey has given a sense of the excitement those of us working in the new

economic geography feel. This is an area in which the characteristic ideas of complexity theory lead

to models that are both relevant and remarkably elegant.
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APPENDIX: INTELLECTUAL TRADmONS RELEVANT TO ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

An unfortunate feature ofmuch ofthe more popular writing about applications ofcomplexity and

nonlinear dynamics to economics has been a tendency to claim that every insight is completely novel,

and to ignore previous research that bears on the subject. In the case of economic geography, all of

the typical themes of the new complexity approach have been sounded by a number ofresearchers

over the past several generations. That is not to say that there is nothing new to be said -- obviously
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I must believe that there is, or I would not be doing new research in this field. The point, however,

is that it is important to be aware ofwhat a number of smart and observant people have had to say

about the subject in the past.

There are at least five intellectual traditions that bear strongly on the new economic geography.

Central place theOly: Thereis a long, largely German tradition of studying the economics oflocation.

Much ofthe earliest work in this tradition concerned the problem of optimal location for a single finn

given exogenously located markets and sources of materials, or the use ofland surrounding a city

whose existence was simply assumed. Beginning with the work of Christaller (1933) and Losch

(1940), however, location theorists began to focus on the reasons why spatial structure would emerge

even on a landscape on which all sites are alike.

The main limitation ofcentral place theory is that it is descriptive rather than being a fully specified

model That is, neither Christaller and Losch nor their followers were able to show that central place

systems would actually emerge from the interacting actions of individual agents in the economy.

Regional science: During the 1950s an American version oflocation theory arose, led in particular

by Walter Isard (1956). Regional science differed from the earlier tradition oflocation theory in part

because ofits emphasis on operational models. It also tended to place less emphasis on the geometry

of equilibrium and more on the dynamics ofgrowth.

From the point ofview ofthose ofus trying to develop a new economic geography, the most

interesting theoretical contributions of regional science involved its insights into regional growth.

Above all, seminal contributions by Harris (1954) and Pred (1966) showed, albeit in a less than
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rigorous fashion, how in the presence ofeconomies of scale and transportation costs the independent

location decisions of individual firms can produce emergent agglomeration economies.

Urban systems theory: There is a strong tradition within urban economics that models the

determination ofthe sizes of cities as the outcome ofa tension between the forces of agglomeration

and the disadvantages oflarge scale -- albeit usually in a framework that abstracts from space. The

key works, which combine elegant theory with considerable empirical work, are those ofHenderson

(1974, 1980, 1988).

International trade theQry: The role of increasing returns as a possible cause of international

specialization has been known to international trade theorists for a long time. Formal models ofthis

role go back at least to a well-known paper by Matthews (1949). Beginning in the late 1970s,

theorists began to combine an increasing-returns explanation oftrade with imperfectly competitive

models ofmarkets; the so-called "new trade theory" is generally considered to have begun with the

sinmhaneous and independent papers ofKrugman (1979), Dixit and Norman (1980), and Lancaster

(1980). The canonical survey ofthis work is Helpman and Krugman (1985).

It is a fairly natural move from international trade into economic geography, especially once the

ideas ofincreasing returns and multiple equilibria have become second nature, as they had to most

international economists by the mid 1980s. In particular, the modeling techniques used to cut through

the potential messiness ofincreasing-returns models oftrade are also highly applicable to the analysis

of spatial models.
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Games of complementarity: A final tradition that feeds into the new economic geography is that of

models from game theory in which the optimal strategies ofplayers are complementary, in the sense

that the actions of players can be set up in such a way that my incentive to act is increasing in my

expectation of your action and vice versa. The classic discussion is that ofSchelling (1978); an

influential later discussion is that of Cooper and Johns (1988).

Given that there have been a number ofhighly suggestive discussion both of economic geography

and ofrelated subjects in the past, what is new about the current work?

The most important differences probably involve technique. In part this is a matter of advances

in theory. The 1970s were marked by the development of analytically tractable models ofimperfect

competition, a field that had until then been viewed as impenetrabie terrain for anything other than

loose literary theorizing. The availability of these models played a decisive role in the development

ofthe "new trade" theory in the late 1970s and the "new growth" theory in the mid 1980s.

It is also true that, as in so many other fields, the availability of substantial computing power on

every desktop has been a factor. Simulation and in particular computer graphics certainly make it

much easier to explore the possibilities oftheory in economic geography.

Finally, the new economic geography has been informed to a greater extent than the older work

by an awareness ofthe parallels with work outside of economics. These parallels are obvious in this

paper; they would not have been nearly as obvious in a survey carried out a decade ago.
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